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Significance of the Problem 
In spite of improved methods of nutrition education and progress 
in food science and technology, it has been found that many children 
showisigns of malnutrition, especially in relation to iron deficiency. 
In the fall of 1967, Congress directed the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare to conduct a survey to assess the incidence and 
extent of malnutrition and related health problems in the United 
States. Schaefer and Johnson (1969) reported that in the first phase 
of the National Nutrition Survey, one-third of the children under six 
years of age in the sample had hemoglobin levels diagnosed as anemia. 
This biochemical finding was supported by the dietary data of the 
study which showed that the food eaten by these children contained 
considerably less than adequate amounts of iron. Emerson (1967) has 
stated that one of the most important nutritional problems of today 
is iron deficiency in youth and pregnant women. 
In 1968, the Food and Nutrition Board of the National Academy 
of Sciences and National Research Council recommended that the daily 
allowance for iron be increased from 15 milligrams to 18 milligrams 
for females from the age of ten years through the childbearing years. 
Eighteen milligrams daily are also recommended for males during 
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adolesce;nce, ages 12 to 18 years.. It is quit<;l difficu;l..t to get th:i,s 
amount of i,!'on in the diet u:i;u.ess liver is eaten. Although iron is 
widely Q.istribu.ted in foods, tne qlllOu,nts :in COIDIIl9nJ..Y served ;p9rtiol1s 
of these foods are small. :E;:ggs are considereg. to be a good source of 
iron, bu,t it woulrd be necessary for a person to consume 16 large eggs 
in orde;i;- to obta:in the same a,mount of iron prer;;;e:nt in <\in average se:rv~ 
ing (100 grams) of pork liver. 
In a recent sv.rvey o;f :food oonsum;ption of :tiouseholds in the 
United States by the United States Department of. Agriculture (1968), 
it was found that.o;nly l:I. percent of allhouseh,olde in th,e S1WVey 
'\.11:>ed l:i. ver. The average ~ou.nt pUroha.sC?d wee;kl.y (by all househ,olds) . 
was 2.7~ ounces ;per household, These statistics indicate to the writer 
that, sinGe l:i,ve:r is not wi expensive meat, there must be othe;i;- reasone 
tp.at it is not widely useq.., Some of these reasons mar be t,he t~ture, 
flavor, unfam;iliar;ity (since it is se;rived i;;o seldom), or dislike of 
han,dling of li,ver by the person preparing the ,food. 
Du.ring the !all semester, 1968, the writer·conducted &n e,xper;i..,. 
mental prol;>lem in 9- .foods class to determine the acceptable level of 
groU{ld liver in a bee;f' loaf,', Calc\11.ations during tlu,s study showed 
that the iron content of one serving of meat loa..t' may be ;increase~ 
over ,o percent by substituting ~ro'l.lild pork liver for ten ;percent of 
the ground beef.. The resuJ.ts of the experiment f;!uggesteli th~t. this 
method of increasing int~e o;f' iro~ would be acceptaple to children 
who mignt otherwise reject iiv@r when it ~s served in school l'Ullch 
p;rograms. It was i'urther implied that this nrl,ght .be tested in a 
school lunch program,. 
Dqri:og the school year 1968-69, ove~ twenty mi~ion ch;Lldren were 
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served lunches in schools in the United States, according to the 
United States Department of Agriculture (1970). This number suggests 
a tremendous opportunity for improving the nutritional status of young 
people during critical periods in their physical development by serv-
ing them nutritious and acceptable school lunches. 
McWilliams (1967) states that one purpose of school feeding 
programs is to encourage children to eat a variety of foods. School 
lunch managers and cooks are urged through literature, workshops, and 
visits by state school lunch consultants to include in their menus 
nutritious foods that are unfamiliar to many of the students they 
serve. Information regarding the amount of liver consumed would in-
dic&te that it is such a food. Most cooks, however, are reluctant to 
serve liver because in their past experience it has been rejected by 
school children. The inclusion of liver in ground meat recipes could 
therefore be a means of increasing the iron content of food served 
and also be accepted more readily than liver alone. 
Statement of the Problem 
This study was an investigation of the acceptability of a liver-
enriched meat loaf by the children in selected schools. The objectives 
of the study were: 
I. to become familiar with research related to nutritional 
needs for iron and the extent to which these needs are 
being met, 
II, to determine if school children will accept a liver-
enriched meat loaf, 
A. to determine if there is a difference in the 
acceptance by s~hool children between a l;i.ver-enriched 
meat loa..i' as comp~ed to the acceptar;,.c;:e o:t: a pla:i:n 
meat loaf, 
~· to determ,ine if acceptaoi~ity of liver~e;rµ,iched meat 
loaf varies when the proportion of liver is increased 
from five percent to ten percent, and 
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Ill· on the basis of the .findings of ihe study, to draw ;implications 
and make recommendations to those involved in teaching ways 
to improve nutrition, su~h as school lunch personnel, vocation-
al homell).l;l.k:ing teachers, and ~tension ho~ economists. 
This study is based on the fo)J,owing assumptions: 
1. Many teen.,.agers a;e c;:onl:lu,m:i,;ng diets that are de;t':l,cient in 
iron. 
~- ln order to obte.in enough diet~ iron~ it is necessary for 
persons in this age group to include l;iver :in 1;,heir diet. 
J. Liver often is not inclu<:ied in .the diets bec;:ause :i,t is ob-
jectionable to some persons, 
4. lt is J?OSS:ible to se:rve liver in ways that will be acoept,abl,e 
by substituting it for as much as ten percent in ground meat 
· dif>hes~ 
Th,e Hypotheses 
ln order to reach the second objective and to analyze the dat~ 
statistically, the null hypothe~es ee,n be stated as follows; 
1. ~here is no difference between the acceptance by junior high 
school ~tudents in a school lunchroom of an all-beef meat 
loaf and a liver-enriched meat loaf. 
2. Th~re is no difference between the acceptan.ce of a. meat loaf 
in which five percent of the beef has been replaced by liver 
and a meat loaf in which ten percent of the beef has been 
re~laced by liver. 
Limitations 
T'.{le study wal:! lu:ited in the following wws: 
1. Only gecondary school stud,ents at the junior.high school 
levE;lJ., were incJ:u.ded in th:l,i;a :;itudy because thi~ age g:roup was 
one of those fqr whom the Recommended Diet,acy Allowcmce !or 
iron was increased in l96~. 
2. The main dish that .was 1,1set;i fol;' testing was a meat loaf. 
More heavily spiced meat dishes, s.ucl+ as la$ae;ne or chili 
con ca.rne, may h~ve shown more definite results, but the 
composition and shape of the servings of ~eat loaf were more 
suitable tor the eval:uation of the retwned plate waste. 
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;,. The findine;s were l.;i.ll!ited to testing the acceptiabUity of one 
part.ii::~~ mea.t loaf recipe. Other :1;1ecipes with ,fewer or 
dif.ferent, seasonings may not renect the s~e accepta.bility. 
/.i.. Pork liver was to be used to increase t;b,e iro1,1 in the meat 
loiat because it contains 18.0 miUigra.IlJR of iron per 100 
grams, whereas beef liver provides pn.1,y 6.6 milligrams of 
iron per 100 grams 1 acco;rcti;p.g to Church an4 Ohurch (l966). 
Furthermore 1 por~ ~ive~ is less ~pensive tba.p beef llve~-
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5. The amount of liver to be added during the study was not to 
exceed ten percent of the amount of beef on any day of obser-
vation, since through prior experimentation, it was shown 
that it was possible to detect more than that amount. 
6. This investigation will not be concerned with differences in 
acceptance which might be related to dissimilarities in age, 
grade, sex, or family background. 
7. This study was limited to two junior high schools in Oklahoma, 
chosen on the basis of established criteria. Thus the results 
cannot be said to be representative of all schools but rather 
to serve as a pilot study and to provide data that could be 
further tested on a representative number of schools and 
students. 
Definitions 
The National School Lunch Program provides federal funds for 
non-profit school lunch programs. 
The~! Lunch is a nutritional pattern used in the National 
School Lunch Program, and must include 
1. One-half pint whole fluid milk, 
2. Two ounces protein or its equivalent, 
3. Three.,fourths cups vegetables and/or fruit in at least two 
dishes, 
4. One serving whole grain or enriched bread, and 
5. One teaspoon butter or margarine. 
Reconunended Dietary Allowances (RDA) are the daily nutrient 
intakes judged to be necessary to maintain good nutrition in 
pract:i,c~y all healtb,y pers~ms in the Unitec;l State,)s by the Fo.od and 
Wutrition Board of the Natioanl ~ese~eh Coµnoil~Nationa.l. Acade:iny of 
Sciences (1968). 
~e9ongapy students al.'e those in g~ades seven th.rough 12. 
. . . . ' ' " . 
The 12a:rt.~cipation of. a school reters to the number o! i;;tuder;ts 
wno eat i~ a school feeding prograIJ+. 
Th,e terinADP re:t'e;rs to "average daj,ly p,artic:i.pat:i.on. 0 
The effect on the res'Ul.ts of tµe ijtudy wlµ.ch ~e caused by the 
order of administration of the recipe V<;U"iatiqns i,s ca]J.ed the order 
effect. 
:P;t:-ocedu;re 
ln ord,e:r to 91ccomplish the object;i.vee d,e:;;crioec;l on pages three 
and !Qur, tne foll.owing p;roced,u;re w~s q.esigned. A more det~led 
description of this proqed~e is fol.µl~ i~ Chapter lIJ. 
1. · Related rese~ch was :rey:i..ewed i!1- o:t.'9,e:t:1 to determine th!;! 
;o.µtr;i:b:i,.qnal. need. for j,.ron and the ex.tent to wh.ich tqefie nel;lds 
are being ml;lt. 
2 .. Schools were vi~i,ted and two schools were sel,ec;ted on the 
b<;1.s:i.s o:f the Cfite:ri~ prevd.o:usly established-
3. The mea.t loaf recipe wh:Lch was used, in tbe research was 
based on the basic reci~e wh;i..ch was used in the ~perimenta;L 
foods proj~ot. 0:p. ea,ch of the test <;i.ays~ a di.ffere;nt varia ... 
tion o.f the recl~e was ~sed, ln o~e variatio~ of the r~cipe, 
the m~at wa~ ~ g;r;-oimct. beet;. ir,, the second varia:!;:Lcin, the 
meat was 95 perc;ent ~r9und beef and ;t;ive peroent ground 
liver1: ~d, in tbe th:i.rd v~~at;\on, 90 percent ground beef . 
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and ten perce~t grol,lI].d liver were used. 
4. In pne of the two sch,ools, the variations of the anioµn.ts of 
l;iver would be in increasing order; in the othe:i;, sc;hool, ;i.!'I, 
decreasing order. It was hoped that in th:i,s wa:y an orqe:r;-
effect could be minimized i;f it was operational in this f:liudy~ 
5. The menu, which was the same on each of th,e observation days, 
was planned by the investiga;t;,o;i:- and the school food service 
supervisor. It included ~eat loaf,', mashed potatoes, cole 
s;Law, hot rolls, butter, peach half, a.pd milk· 
6. A practice session was held for those who were to be checkine; 
the p:;Late return. T:Oese included an area consu;i.tant for t;he 
Sc;hool Lunch D:i;v,is::Lon, State Department of Education, two 
senior high school vocational ho~making students, and the 
inve::it;i,gator. 
7. Tp.ree oqservation <lays were 13cheduled at four...,wee~ interrvals., 
8. On the three observation days, the acceptaJ;1.ce ot the recipe 
variatiomi was evaluated by checµng; and recording tne aiilo'Ul'lts 
returned as plate wc;1.ste by the students. 
9. The results QX the study wer~ tested statistically to deter-
mine whether the observed diX!erenoes were w.;i.t:tu.,n the ra,nge 
wl,1.ich could have occurred by chance alonef 
10. From the study, implications were dr~ to recommend to 
school food serv:i,ce personnel, vocational h,omemaking teachers, 
and ex.tension h,ome economists a,cceptc;1.ble method.s of inc~easing 
dietary iron. 
Organization of the Study 
The report of this study has been organized into five chapters. 
Chapter I has presented the significance and background of the study, 
statement of the problem and objectives, assumptions, h;ypotheses, 
l:i,mita,tions, definition of ternis, proced.ure, and organization of the 
study. In Ch~pter II a review of the literature upon which the study 
was based. wiU be presented. The procedure, or the methods, used to 
reach the stated objectives will be discussed in Chapter III. ln 
Chapter IV, the data and a discussion of the find;i.~s will be 
presented, and the S1.lll1lll.ary, conclusions, and recommend.ations for 
.furthe~ study wi~l be given in Chapte:i;- V. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter is concerned with the review of research related to 
the nutrient iron, and the role of school lunch programs in supplying 
foods which furnish adequate a.mounts of iron for school children. 
The areas reviewed were: the Recommended Dietary Allowances (1968) 
in relation to iron, the functions of iron in the body, the status 
of iron malnutrition, sources of dietary iron, enrichment and fortifi~ 
cation of foods with ironj school lunch programs, food acceptance, 
and nutrition education. 
Increase in Amount of Iron Recommended 
In the last two revisions of the Recommended Dietary Allowances 
by the Food and Nutrition Board, National Academy of Sciences-=National 
Research Council (1963~ 1968), the a.mounts of iron have been increased 
for certain age groups. In 1963~ the allowance for children from nine 
to 18 years was increased from 12 to 15 milligramsdaily. Research 
conducted during the five years that followed indicated that this 
amount is not adequate during the rapid growth period of adolescence. 
For that reason, the Recommended Dietary Allowance was increased to 18 
milligrams daily for males from 12 to 18 years~ and for females from 
age ten through the childbearing years. The increase is necessary for 
females not only through the period of rapid growth, but also during 
10 
the years during which menstruation increases the loss of iron 
periodically. 
Th,e Need for Iron in the Body 
Before considering the effects of iron deficiency in the body, 
11 
it seems appropriate to review the function and metabolism of iron .. 
This mineral is essential for the oxidative processes of the body and 
as such is found in all cells of the body, according to Robinson 
(1968). The total amount of iron in the body is estimated to be from 
three to five grams. Finch (1965) states that the body of the normal 
adult contains c;J.bol,l.t 45 milligrams of iron per kilogram of body 
weight. App;rQJq.1I1ately 70 percent of this amount is found in hemoglo-
bin, which is a complex substance composed of the :protein globin, and 
an organic iron compound, heme. Hemoglobin, found in red blood cells, 
combines with oxygen in the lungs and is carried.to the tissues in 
this form~ In the tissues, the oxygen is rele.ased, where it is used 
in oxidative processes. Some of the waste product from respiration, 
carbon dioxide, is carried back to the lungs by hemoglobin, but most 
of the carbon dioxide is removed from the tissues by means of.bicar-
bonate ions. 
Proudfit and Robinson (1961) estimated that app;roximately five 
percent of the iron in the body is in the form of myoglobin, oxidative 
enzymes, and pla,sma iron. :Myoglooin,. found in the muscles, is another 
iron-protein compl:ex. Cata.lase, cytochrome oxidase, and several 
other oxidative enzymes contain iron as an integral pa.rt of the mole-
c"Ule. Still other enzymes a.re activated in the presence of iron. 
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Approximately 25 percent of the iron in the body is stored in 
the liver, bone marrow, spleen, and kidneys. These stores of iron, 
as well as the iron released from the disintegration of red blood 
cells, are available to the body for hemoglobin synthesis.. Hence, the 
iron actually used daily by an individual far exceeds that supplied 
by the dietary intake .for the same period. 
Some is lost from the body in the feces, urine, bile sweat, 
and desqu';l.IIlation of skin. The amount of loss is estimated to average 
n,",1\', (Yi1 \\'1 -
one;1gram each day from adult males, and two/\grams from women during 
their childbearing years. 
The Absorption·of Iron 
Although the body is very conservative in its use of iron and 
losses from the body are quite low, one might question the amounts of 
iron requireq to meet the Recommended Daily Allowances (Food and 
Nutrition Board, 1968) which are ten grams for adult males and 18 
grams for premenopausal females. These amounts are considered to be 
necessary because only a very small part of the dietary iron is • ... 
retained. Wh:i,te and White {1968) states that although average absorp-
tion is usually assumed to be about ten percent, studies with radio-
active iron have indicated that it may be less. 
Research indicates that the rate of iron absorption varies under 
certain body conditions.. Whenever there is a need. for· iron for ery-
thropoiesis, iron absorption is increased. The mechanism which con-
trols the absorption rate is not fully understood.. Davidson, Passmore, 
and Orr {1966) report that it seems reasonable to assume that when 
the rate of red blood cell formation is increased, a signal is sent 
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to the small inte:sti;ne to allow more iron to be transported across the 
mucosal cells to the pla~ma.o 
Another theory, presented by Proudfit and Robinson (1961), is 
that iron combines with apoferritin, a protein in the intestinal wall, 
to form ferritin, an iron-protein compound.. When the apoferritin is 
saturated, no more iron will be held. The amount of iron in the 
tissues also affects iron absorption. Si.nee trivalent iron must be 
changed to the divalent state before absorptionj the administration of 
ascorbic acid and protein may assist iron absorption because of their· 
reducing properties. Another theory is that iron :nJ?Y' be carried across 
the mucosal cells chelated to amino acids or to ascorbic acids. 
Davidson, Passmore, and Orr (1966) theorize that there are at 
least two factors that inhibit the absorption of iron. Phytic acid 
and otner phosphates form insoluble salts witn iron whl.ch is then 
unavailable for absorption. This is important in areas of the world 
where there is a high consumption of undermilled cereals which contain 
iron but also much phytic acid. 
There seems to be a relationship between hypochlorhydria (and 
achlorhydria) and iron deficiency anemia. Hydrochloric acid assists 
in the ionization of ironJ making it more soluble.. Most of the 
absorption of. iron takes place in the duodenum and the upper jejunum, 
in which the medium is acid. 
Certain digestive disturbances inhibit iron absorption. In cases 
of diarrhea, the food passes through the upper digestive system, where 
ionization and reduction of iron occur, too rapidly for these processes 
to take place.. Absorption is also decreased when steatorrhea is 
present. 
In reviewing the absorption of iron, Brown (1963) states: 
General agreement exi.sts concerning the salient features 
of human iron absorption, namely, (1) 1ron absorption can 
occur at any level of the gastrointestinal tract from the 
stomach distally, although absorption is greatest in the 
duodenum and progressively less in a descending gradient; 
( 2) divalent iron is better absorbed than the trivalent form,; 
(3) iron uptake by the intestinal cell is unidirectional and 
is transported from the intestine via the bloodstream rather 
than lymphatics; (4) iron absorption increases under condi-
tions of .iron deficiency, advanced pregnancy, hemochromatosis 
and accelerated erythropoiesip;. (5) iron absorption is often 
reduced in association with increased tissue iron stores, 
decreased erythropoiesis, diffuse malabsorption syndromes 
and increased dietary intake of phosphates and phytates. 
Iron is absorbed into the blood stream, not into the lymph. In 
l 
the blood it is bound to a protein known as transferrin. The trans-
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port system carries some 20 milligrams of iron daily which is liberated 
from broken-down erythrocytes and addi.tional amounts of absorbed iron 
going to and from the cells and the storage depots. Although the daily 
turnover of plasma iron is about 35 milligrams, only a very small pro-
portion of this iron originates from the diet, even when iron absorp-
tion is at a maximum. Iron is stored in the reticulo-endothelial sys-
tems, chiefly in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow as ferritino This 
storage iron may be greatly increased. If so, the ferritin molecules 
become conglomerated and form the substance hemosiderin. 
Anemia Caused by Iron Deficiency 
The prevalence of anemia indicates that concern should be given 
to food selection to insure sufficient iron in the diet. Unless con-
scious effort is made, it is likely that certain groups of people will 
become iron deficient. 
It is difficult to measure the prevalence of iron deficiency 
15 
beca_:use definite symptoms do not appear until the short~e of this 
nutrient has ca~sed iron deficiency anemiao_ H9wever, the number of 
cases of anemia revealed by surveys indicate that the problem of di'et-
ary deficiencies of iron may be greater than clinical evidence shows •• 
The reason for this is that most preva;J..ence figures of iron deficiency 
derived from the medical literature are of limited value since they 
- . 
deal with iron deficiency anemia and not iron deficiency, and since 
most of the information is derived from pa~ients rather than from 
representative populations, accorcti.ng to the Council on Foods and 
Nutrition of the American Medical Association (1968). 
' ,. •, .. ~ ': 
Iron deficiency is ch8:I'a?terized by a low hemoglobin, giving 
less color th8:11 normal to the red blood cell (hypochromia).. Red cells 
are in sufficient number, but are smaller than normal (microcytic) 
due to ina_dequa~e hemoglobin to fill the cell.. Although it may be 
caused by poor absorption o~ iron from the intestinal tra_ct or less 
of blood, it is most often caused by a diet inadequate in iron. 
Some of the symptoms of hypochromic, mi.crocytic 8:11-emia are 
general fatigue, breathlessness or exertion, giddiness, dinm.ess of 
vision, headache, insonm.ia, skin pallorJ anoxeriaJ and dyspepsia .. 
The hemoglobin level commonly lies between 4 .. 5 and 9 g .. /100 ml (30 
and 60 percent), and the red cell count between 3 and 4 .. _5 million .. 
The anemia is often well advanced before significant symptoms are 
apparent .. 
The most common cause of hypochromic, microcytic anemia in adults 
is due to blood loss .. - This may be caused by accidental hemorrhage, 
i 
chronic diseases accompanied. by hemorrhage, parasitic infestation of 
the intestines, excessive menstrual losses, or too frequent blood 
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donationso It is estimated that when a loss of one pint of blood 
o.ccurs, the volume will be compensated in two or three days, but six 
to eight weeks are necessary to restore the quality of the blood. 
Certainly, necessary nutrients must be present if this restoration is 
to take placeo 
Iron defic.ienc:y anemia is likely to develop during rapid periods 
of growth, as during infancy., adolescence, and pregnancy. Howell 
(1968) states that the pr.incipal cause of anemia in infants from three 
months to two years of age remains that of out-and-out iron deficiencyo 
This is especially true if the infant has been born prematurely, or 
born of a mother with depleted iron stores. Even the infant with 
adequate iron storage may become iron deficient if he is not given a 
diet containing adequate iron to maintain and increase the stores 
needed for red cell production. 
Anemia may be caused by inadequ.ate absorption of iron from the 
digestive systemo The causes for malabsorption have been discussed 
earliero An inadequacy of certain other nutrients may contribute to 
the development of hypochromic, microcytic anemia. 
White and White (1968) state that one reason for decreased dietary 
intake of iron is partly due to a decrease in 11contamination 11 of food. 
products with irono They cite the increase of stainless steel, alum-
inum, glass, and teflon-l.ined cookware as a reason for less contact 
of food with iron utensils; hence, food prepared. in the more modern 
cooking utensils contains less iron than that prepared in i.r.on vessels~ 
Furthermore, more sanitary methods of food handling, preparation.;, and 
processing provide very little opportunity for food to acquire iron 
through contamination with soiL 
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Sources of n:i.etary Iron 
Although iron is widely distributed in food, Chaney and Ross 
(1966) suggest that it is probably the most difficult of all nutrients 
to obtain in sufficient amounts in the daily diet. Three of the basic 
four food groups contribute significant and approximately equal amounts 
of iron, but milk, cheese, and ice cream are poor sources of iron 
(Robinson, 1968). It is possi~le for menus to fulfill the require~ 
ments of 11A Daily Food Guide 1i (USDA., 1964), and still contain aill.ounts 
of iron that are inadequate for certain groups of people in the po:p-
ulation. 
Three generalizations may be made concerning food sources of iron: 
1. Animal sources usually contain more iron than vegetable foods. 
(Food anq. Nutrition Board, National Academy of Sciences.:..:-
National Research Counctl, 1968). 
2. Iron is relatively high in foods with low moisture content 
(Robinson, 1968). 
J. Foods poor in iron have a noticeable lack of pigment (Mitchell 
et al!',:196$). 
A notable exception to the first of these general statements is 
milk. Chaney and Ross (1966) state that milk, the most complete single 
I 
food, is low in iron. Mitchell et ~. (1968) explain:that the .reason 
iron-rich foods are introduced early in the diet of infants is that 
milk is a poor source of iron. 
The best sources of dietary iron are found in the meat, fish, 
poultry and egg group. Of the foods in this group, all varieties of 
liver are excellent·sources of iron. Authorities differ slightly in 
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Other animal sources that are good sourcep of iron are he~, 
kidneys, lean meat, shellfish, and egg yolk.. In the vegetable and 
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fru:i.t groups, peaches, apricots, prunes, grapes, raisins, green leafy 
vegetables, and le~es are also good sources of iron. Wb,ole grain 
and enriched cereals and bread, a:s well as dark molasses contribute 
small but significant amounts of iron to the diet. Foods which are 
high in iron are not among the most expensive foods. Probably the 
best food sources of iron are the orga,n meats which are usually less 
expensive than the ;more popular steclks and roasts. Pork live:i;-, which 
is much higher in iron content than calf or beef liver, is usually 
less expensive than either of these. 
The Status of Iron Malnutrition 
In the United States 
Recent studies have shown that iron deficiency anemia is one of 
the major nutritional problems in the United States todayo In 1959, 
Shulman reported~ 
The exact incidence of anemia in infants in the United States 
is difficult to assess because it varies greatly with the 
population group studied, but it is apparent that frequency 
in underprivileged groups may :reach alarming proportionso 
Ten years later, in discussing the National Nutrition Survey, 
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Schaefer and Johnson (1969) state that the statistics from that phase 
of the survey which was conducted in Louisiana are accurate reflection 
of nutritional status of the people in the state's low-income areas. 
The results of the survey showed that 15 percent of the population 
studied had inadequate hemoglobin levels. Anemia was much more pre-
valent among children less than six years old. Of this group, one-
third were anemic, and dietary data indicated that they were eating 
food containing considerably less than adequate amounts of iron. 
In 1967, Owens et alo, studied the nutritional status of pre-
schoolers in Mississippi. They found that a majority of the children 
from the low income families studied were ingesting insufficient iron 
and that mild anemia was a common problem. A Public Health report 
(1968) indicates that a study of Negro children from low-income fami .. 
lies in the District of Columbia showed that 133 of 460 had iron-defi-
ciency anemia. Among the older children, incidence fell off rapidly, 
but levels often remained in the borderli,ne range. A study of Corbett 
(1968) to determine the incidence and severity among the Indians on the 
Acoma Reservation in New Mexico, in 1966, revealed a high incidence 
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of iron deficiency in infants and younger children. 
White (1969) report;.ed that in a study of forty-eight 24-hour 
weighed diets of high school girls and college women, the iron content 
of the diets averaged about 6.41 milligrams by analysis and 8.5 milli-
grams by calculation. These amounts are well below the 1968 Recorrnnend-
ed Dietary Allowance of 18 milligrams. 
Robinson (1969) indicates that iron deficiency anemia is rela-
tively common in underweight, undernourished teenagers, e.specially in 
girls. She suggests that the likelihood is slim that the adolescent 
wi 11 ingest the recommended allowance of 18 milligrams of iron if his 
calorie intake is below 2000. Since many teenage girls are very 
weight-conscious, the foods they do consume should be selected with 
conscious effort to include iron-rich foodso 
Currently much attention is being focused on the inadequacy of 
diets because of low incomeo It is extremely difficult to purchase 
foods to provide a diet which will meet the Recommended Dietary Allow-
ances with the limited funds with which many people purchase foodo 
However, affluence does not assure nutritional adequacy. In a United 
Press International news release, on April 12, 1969, Dr. Arnold E. 
Schaefer, Chief of the Uo S. Public Health Service 1 s Nutritional 
program said: 
Many affluent families are ignorant of their food needs 
and chose food simply because they are easy to prepare" 
These habits lead to anemia, obesity, and dental difficulty. 
Schaefer made these remarks in testimony before the Food and 
Drug Administration's hearings on advertising and labeling of vitamins 
and minerals. 
The United States Department of Agricult1,1re had made five nation 
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wide surveys of household food consumption. The objectives of these 
surveys, made in 1936, 1942, 1948, 1955, and 1965-66, have been to 
obtain information on the kinds and amounts of food used in American 
households. According to Swope (1969), analysis of the survey data 
indicated that diets of females between the ages of nine and 55, and 
of males, ages 12 to 18, did not contain iron in amounts sufficient to 
meet the reconnnended levels. 
Enrichment and Fortification of 
Foods With Iron 
Since some persons have difficulty obtaining sufficient dietary 
iron, it has been suggested that further enrichment and fortification 
of foods with iron should be required. Some nutritionists consider 
this action desirable while others feel that it would be preferable 
to increase dietary iron by improving food selection. 
According to Michell et al. (1968), the enrichment of bread and 
flour with iron and three of the B vitamins was initiated during World 
War II, when it was realized that attempts to persuade people to use 
whole grains were unsuccessful. The modification of natural grains 
by milling did produce flour that had better keeping qualities and was 
more attractive in appearance to consumers, but the milling process 
reduced the content of iron, thiamine, riboflavin, and niacin in the 
flour. Standards for enrichment of various cereal products have been 
established by the Food and Drug Administration. These standards are 
to be used whenever claims for enrichment are made. By 1965 1 30 states 
had passed enrichment laws. Most of the flour and bread sold today 
in the United States is enriched, although this is not mandatory in 
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some states. 
Questions concerning the availability of iron used in enrichment 
of cereal products have been raised by some nutritionists. In 1957, 
Harrill, Hoene, and Johnston reported a study which was conducted to 
measure the percentage of iron absorbed by human subjects from iron-
enriched bread and to compare the biologic availability of the three 
iron preparations most commonly used for enrichment. The three pre-
parations investigated were: reduced iron, ferric orthophosphate, and 
ferrous sulfate. Nine young women were maintained for four periods 
of 28 days each on a carefully controlled diet. The investigators 
concluded that all of the three preparations which were used for the 
enrichment of bread were poorly absorbed by the subjects, and that 
there was no difference in the amount of iron absorbed from the 
three iron preparations. 
Elwood (1968) conducted a study of the problem of the availability 
of iron used in enrichment of flour since 1963. He reported that the 
form of iron used for enrichment at the time of the study was almost 
unavailable to volunteers when fed a "standard breakfast" which con-
pisted of orange juice, bread~ butter, marmalade, coffee and tea, 
and to fit local tastes, a boiled egg. Based on the results of the 
study, Elwood recomi:nends that ferric ammonium citrate be used for the 
enrichment of bread and cereal products. 
As the writer explained earlier in this chapter, the availability 
of iron in food varies considerably with the needs of the subjects 
and interaction of other food consumed. Elwood used the orange juice 
in his "standard breakfast" to provide ascorbic acid to facilitate the 
absorption of iron.. His study revealed that when egg was added to the 
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meal, the proportion of iron absorbed was greatly reduced. 
A study by Callender and Warner (1968), in which bread was en-
riched with four different forms of radioactive iron, revealed that 
the iron was poorly absorbed from bread as compared with absorption 
f t d d d ff . ·11· f 59F f · rom as an ar ose o ive mi igrams o e errous iron. Absorp .. 
tion was, however enhanced by giving orange juice with the bread. In 
the earlier discussion concerning iron absorption, mention was.made 
that ferrous iron was better absorbed than ferric iron, and that 
ascorbic acid seems to increase the absorption of iron~ 
Even though the value of some of the products used for enrichment 
is questionable, enrichment and fortification of foods is recommended 
by some authorities as a method of increasing the intake of iron. 
Fj.nch (1968) states that an otherwise adequate diet may be inadequate 
in iron for certain groups in the population. He suggests that the 
solution to this problem is the effective fortification of food with 
iron. 
Voris (1968) recommends that females who consume 2000 or fewer 
calories per day will have difficulty obtaining 18 milligrams of iron 
per day from dietary sources without further fortification of foods. 
Adelson (1968) reported that the survey of household food consump~ 
tion in 1965-1966 showed an increase in the use of "snack food" items. 
Consumption of soft drinks increased during the ten-year period, 1955 
to 1965, from five to nine eight~ounce cups per household per week. 
"Snack foods" have become such a large part of the American diet that 
Beutler (1969) suggested that soft drinks and potato chips might be 
fortified with iron to decrease the prevalence of iron-deficiency 
anemia. 
The Food and Nutr:j_tio;n, Boa+d reGommends that, in o;rder to rect:i..f.'y 
the discrepancy between the average intake of ll milligrams c;,f iron 
and the l8 millig~ams of irpn recommended daily for some groups, the 
Standards of Identity for flour and bread enric~nt be chan,ged to 
perm:i,t the a,ddition ofno less tlJ.an 40 milligrams orD'.lO.re tha,n 60 
milligrams per pound flour., and not less than 25 milligrams o:i:- more 
th~ 40Jmilligrams per pound b;i:,ead, according to a report m th,e Journal 
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o,t')the 4Jnerican Dietetic Association (May, 1970).. The Board .f.'urther 
recommends that wherever:techn;i.cally feasible, enriched wheat .flour be 
used for the preparation of bakery:products., which are not now enriched. 
The Board does not support widespread enrichment orfortii'icc:1,tio1;1.of 
a large variety of d:i.i.'ferent p;roducts. · It believes that the increased 
· iron enrichment of bread and flour described above could be expected to 
raise the amount of iron in the American diet by appro.ximateJ.y five 
milligrams per day. This reco:rnm.enc:;iat~on would improve the iron con-
tent of school lunches, since one component of the Type A lunch pattern 
is a serving of whole wheat or enriched bread. 
· School Feeding Progfams 
Althol.lgh widespread school feedmg operations are a recent develop-
ment, the idea has existed for centuries that the health and well-being 
of ch;i,ldren can.be :l,.mproved by serv1,ng ;t;ood to them at school. It .is 
said that P,lato served di;nner to his :most prized st'Udents after their 
lessons in the Greek Academy. In 1790,. Count l;hl.mford started a school 
feeding program in Mum.ch, Germany, as part.of his ce.mpaign against 
vagrancy (Cronan, l962). France~ in 1867, encouraged the school 
canteen by g;r-anti~ it officia:J. re~ognition of the Ministry of Public 
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Education~ 
It took the great social forces of the 19th century in .America 
to convert the dovmant con-::ept idea .into a .f'u.nctiQni.ng reality., Mr.s., 
Ellen H. Richards, recogni,zed as a pioneer in the home economics move-
ment in America, began school feeding j;n Boston in 1~94. Other cities 
soon followed her example. Philadelphia school children could purchase 
a penny lunch in 1894· By 1909, New York was involved in school feed-
ing operations and was taking food prefere11-ces of its ethnic groups 
into consideration in their menu plann:j.ng. By 1912, Boston, the 
pioneer city of school lunches, was offering a greater variety of foods 
but at increased prices. 
Nutrition became a concern of school feeding programs by 1910~ 
Some of the early programs attempted to provide one-fourth of the daily 
nutritional requ,;irements of their students. Special attention was given 
to milk and its place in a well-balanced meal. 
In spite of the ef;t'o,rts of these ea,rly p:rograms, it t-:iok a depres-
sion and nationq,J, involvement in a World War to win recognition of the 
necessity of at least one good meal a day for school children. In 
1946, Congress passed Public Law 396, the Na~ional School Li,inch Act. 
This law outlined the structure of t,he National School Lunch Program, 
whicn remained much tne same for the next twenty years. 
The Child Nutrition Act of 1966 supplemented the National School 
Lunch Act of 1946 and provided p:ilot qre~fast pr'ograms fcir needy cm..J .. d-
ren and children who traveled long distances to.school ... A nutritional 
breakfast patte;rn.'·wa$ stipulat.ed for this program.: Furtnermore., money 
. was .provided .for schools: .,in needy·,a;re.as,' to purchase basic equipment: if 
local funds were .no.t av.~ilable ;Cor .sµc.p. e.quipme;nt. 
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In 1968, an amendment to the National School Lunch Act was in-
augurated. This amendment extended the p:i;-<;>visions of the National 
School Lunch Program to certain day-care centers and recreational 
centers which provided services for children from low inco~ areas or 
where there are many wor~ing Il!Others. Assistance from this amendment 
includes cash reimbursement from federal .funds for food purchases, 
m0ney for basic equip~ent, USDA donated foods, and technical assistance 
and guidance to establish and operate a school feeding program. Like 
other federally funded programs, a nutritional meal pattern and parti-
cipation guidelines were· stipulated. 
Although there are large nl.llllbers of school ch,ildren who rece~ve 
meals at school, there are still same areas which offer no food ser"":' 
vice at school. Others offer only candy' and soft drinks from vending 
machines. Reasons for this lac}.{ of school feeding programs ai;,e varied. 
Some of the older school bl.lildings in inn.er cities of large metropoli-
tan areas have no space available for lunchrooms. In other areas, the 
philosophy exists that children!s meals should be prepared at home. 
The administration of these schools maintain that it is not the res-
ponsibility of the school to p:rovide meals for the children. 
Another theory is that school feeding programs are an i1.tegral 
part of the educational systemo Nutritionists and many educators 
believe that a child cannot begin to achieve his potential unless his 
nutritional needs are met. Klausmeier and Goodwin (1966) cite the 
feeding of children at school as an example of the operation of ~slow 1s 
hierarchy of needs which states that the physiological needs, such as 
hunger, must be satisfied before the higher needs of safety, love, 
self-esteem, and self-actualizat:i,.on can be achieved. The writer 
predicts that because of current interest in social welfare, and the 
attention that has been drawn to hunger and malnutrition, the school 
,feeding prograi:ns will be greatly expanded in the coming ye~s. · 
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Schools participating in the National School Lunch Program must 
serve lunches that meet the requirements of the meal-pattern stipulated 
by the United States Department of Agriculture, called the 'l'ype A . 
lunch. This pattern, based on the Reconunended Diet;ary .Allowances, has 
been developed to provide one-third of the day's needs in one meal. 
Type A lunches have five compop.ents~ meat or meat substitute, fruit 
and/or vegetables, bread, butter or fortified margarine, and whole 
grain or enricheq. bread. Serving a Type A lunch is one of the require-
ments which must be met by participating schools in order to receive 
federal reimbursement for lunches served. 
Leverton (1967) states that, although the framewor~ for the Type 
A lunch provides ,flexibility, it is not possible to al.J,ow reimburse-
ment for certain modifications to meet the special dietary probJ,.ems of 
some children. She further states that mass feeding programs are de-
signed to provide the greatest good for the greatest number of children 
and that it is not practici:ll or desirable to make changes for indiv:i,d-
ual children with special problemso 
In April, 1969, Leverton reported a study of the Type A school 
lunch, made in the fall of 1966. 'l'his survey was sponsored by the 
United States Department of Agriculture in order to determine whether 
the schools using the Type A pattern were meeting the nutritional goal 
of providing one-third o,f the Reconunended Dietary Allowances for the 
children. Since the purpose of the study was to provide nutritive 
data on lunches as served, acceptance of the lunches was not observed, 
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Lunches were collected from four'trays each day for five days and the 
contents were analyzed for a wide variety. of nutrients •. The. res.ults 
of ·this study reveal tha,t on the average, the lun.ches reached the 
nutritional goal except for food energy, iron, and magnesium. More 
lunches were short in iron than in any other nutrient for which there 
are goalso Two-thirds of the schools served lunches that did not reach 
the goal for iron. 
During the past decade much notice has been given to social 
problems. The social implications of hunger and malnutrition are 
provoking federal agencies to a.]..locate more funds to programs which 
will provide m,ore nutritious food for low income families. The Child 
Nutrition Act of 1966 and the 1968 amendment to the National. School 
Lunch Act which have been described ~e two examples of such legisla-
tion. The allocation and distribution of funds at the federal level 
are subject to mi311y kinds of pressure .. The financial future of school 
feeding operations will be determined to a great extent · by such , 
pressures on Congress as military demands, welfare programs, the 
general economy of the nation, .and interest shown by educators and nu-
tritionists. Successful school feeding programs depend on enthusias-
tic support at all levels~ family, local schools, state agency, 
United States Department of Agriculture, and Congress. 
Food. Acceptance 
In order to improve the nutritional status of some persons, it 
may be desirable to change their habits of food acceptance. Lowenberg 
et al. (:i.96?) define a. food habit as~ 
habits of a group that reflect the way a culture standardizes 
behavior of the indi vidue.ls in the group ;i.n relation to food 
so that the group comes to have a common pattern of eatingo 
This definition could be applied to the family group from which 
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children derive their individual. habits of eating. Differences other 
than cultural, ethnic, and family may arise from many factors such 
as food allergies, past experiences with food, digestion and metabolism 
of food, and emotional habits. 
Food acceptance and habits may be influenced by differences in 
taste sensitivity. Lowenberg (1959), a noted authority on child 
nutrition, has written that children in general have keener senses 
of taste and smell than adults. In another publication .(SPQck and 
Lowenberg, 1955), they state that research studies, as well as e~-
perience in watching children eat, point to the fact that children are 
more sensitive to strong flavors in foods than adults. However, in 
a more recent studyl in which Lowenberg participated, (Feeney, Dodds, 
and Lowenberg, 1966), no evidence was found to support the view that 
children I s taste buds are more i:;ensitive than the ao,ults_1 taste buds. 
In this study, solutions of four chemicals were usedg sucrose (sw~et), 
citric acid (sour), quinine sulphate (bitter), and sodium chloride 
(salty). 
Korsland and Eppright (1967) studied a group of 25 preschool 
children to investigate taste sensitivity and possible relationships 
between taste sensitivity and eating behavior. The results of the 
study suggest that preschool children highly sensitive to one taste 
sensation were also highly sensitive to the other three taste sen-
sations. Furthermore, those who had the lowest taste sensitivity 
tended to accept more foods and to have more enthusiasm for food than 
did those who had the highest taste sensitivity. Thus taste sensi-
tivity may be a strong influence in both the formation and changing 
of food habits. The findings of this study might also indicate one 
of the reasons some persons find the flavor of liver objectionable. 
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The food habits of an adolescent reflect the total of experiences 
in eating from birth to his present age. In infancy, the response to 
his crying is often an offer of food. He is usually fed under condi-
tions that provide comfort and security. It is not surprising that 
food is closely related to the emotional behavior of many persons. 
An adolescent o~en uses food to identify with his parents& 
Allen, Patterson, an,d Warren (1970) studied the relationship of nutri-
tion, dietary habits, and food attitudes to academic performance, 
work orientation, and vocational preparation of high school students. 
Family commensality was one of the factors studiedo Webster defines 
the word "commensal ~' as 11relating to those who habitually eat together." 
In this study, the term family commensality included meals eaten to-
gether by the whole family, attractiveness of the servings, appetite 
of the students, which family member did the cooking, and the quality 
of the cooking. The study indicated that an increase in family 
commensality was associated with an increase in food likes, dietary 
adequacy, and perceived health. Another finding of the study was that 
food likes had a significant relation to grade in school, which sug-
gested to the authors the possibility of a maturation function in 
relat::i.on to food acceptance from the tenth to the twelfth grades. 
Nutritionists, especially those who are involved in school 
feeding programs must be aware of the acceptance of the foods served. 
It may be said that the least nutritious foods served are those which 
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are returned as plate waste. 
Nutrition Education 
Whatever the cause may have been, it ~s generally agreed that by 
the time boys and girls reach the teen years, they have usually 
developed many poor eating habitso These practices, which contribute 
to malnutrition, are carried into adulthood and frequently become i'am:i.-,. 
ly customs. 
According to Mann (1969), nutrition education has traditionally 
beeri conducted in the home through the Il).Other-daughter transfer oi' 
food choices and cooking skills, and in the family meal conclave which 
has transmitted customs of food selection and meal patternse FactoJ;"s 
that have disrupted this tradition in the past 25 years have been the 
use of vending machines, convenience foods, fear and repugnance of 
obseity, and excessive promotion of vitaminso 
Todhunter (1969) has stated that nutrition education isuniversaJ.-,. 
ly needed regardless of income, geographic location, cultural, social, 
or economic patterns, or level of education, because man has no in-
stinct that gu;i,des him to select those foods which meet the nutrition-
al needs of the body, and knowledge is not inherited. 
From a study of the influence of the male family head on the f am-
ily eating pattern, Moore, Beasley, and Moore (1970) concluded that 
boys shoua.~ become the focus for more and better nutrition education, 
since they will be potential family heads. The authors challenge 
nutrition educators not only. to make their programs more ~citing and 
vital, but also to offer this training to boys as well as to gir],s. 
Lamb (1969) wrote that, in order to be effective in nutrition 
education, dietitians and nutritionists must understand why people 
eat as they do and why food is accepted or rejected. Good food habits 
should be initiated at birth, supported by the home, and extended at 
school by appropriate and effective learning ex.perienoes. In dealing 
with adults, the nutrition educator must realize that food aversions 
are deep-rooted and may req,uire a team of ex.perts a long time to help 
even one person. As with all. health problems, food aversions need to 
be recognized as ones wlu,ch are easier to prevent and control in the 
young than to correct ::j.n the adult population. 
Qh§D$ing Food Habits 
Before attempting to change the food habits of any group of people, 
one must first understand the cu).tl,l!'e of these people, according to 
Niehoff (1969). This is particularly true in developing countries. 
In addit;i,on to this, the economical aspect of the diet must be consid- -
ered, whether at home or abroad. 
A study was conducted by Spindler and Acker (1963) in an effort 
to develop a method of obtaining information about some the attitudes 
and motivat;i,on forces behind the food habits of students after their 
exposure to a nutrition project. After experimentation it was decided 
to use group interviews rather than questionnaires to solicit this 
information. Factors that seemed to be important to the subjects were 
time.,, attitude toward food,, approval of peer-group, and personal . 
appearance. 
In 1968, Hill stated that far too many administrators, teachers, 
parents, and community leaders look upon the school lunch.as a midday 
filling station. The National School Lunch Program is a food 
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distribution program for which the Type A pattern, based on solid, 
well-established research, was set ae its nutritional goalo She further 
states that it is becoming increasingly evident to nutritionists and 
workers in allied professions that there is need for a sequential 
program of nutrition education in school programs, and that some feel 
that the school lunch offers promise in this area. 
Robinson (1968) suggests that through the school feeding programs 
the pupil is helped to develop a liking for nutritious foods and 
thereby overcome food prejudices. She also states that the school 
lunchroom may serve as a laboratory for nutrition education as well as 
for many other supjects in school. 
Studies of the relationship of values to food choices have been 
conducted, since values are c<;msidered to exert a 1;,trong influence on 
n19tivation. A recent study by McEJ..roy and Taylor (1966) investigated 
the values which are considered important by boys when making decisions 
involying food choices. Twenty tenth-grade boys were given a values 
test. The mean score was obtained 8.n.9- values were ranked in the fol-
low;i.ng order: health, IllOney, soci.ability, enjoyment, independence, 
and status. The high rank given to health by the subjects in this 
study indicates a receptivity to nutrition education by students at 
th:Ls age. The wr,iter suggests that well planned, well-presented 
lessons in nutrition would be acceptable t~ students at all levels. 
Summary 
A review of the research related to this study indicates that 
more attention should be given to increasing the iron content of school 
lunches, especially at the junior high school level. Reasons for this 
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are (l) the Reconn:nended Dietary Allowance for iron was increased for 
this age group in the 1968 revision, (2) the increase in iron is needed 
because of the rapid growth during adolescence, (3) surveys"show defi-
ciencies in dietary iron, and (4) school lunches should provicle.one, 
third of the Reconn:nended Dietary All.owances o A review of the liter-
ature indicated that of the sources of iron in food, pork liver is one 
of the best contributors of this nutri.ento 
Because of the :increase in the amount of iron reconn:nended for 
some groups of people, and because of the prevalence of iron def'icienoy 
anemia, some nutritionist:;:; hg.ve suggested more enrichment and forti-
fication of foodso However, some studies cast doubt on the effective-
ness of present enrichment procedures. 
The areas of food acceptance and nutrition educat,ion were reviewed 
in order to learn more effective ways to change food hab:its. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE AND METHODS 
This study was designed to accomplish three objectives, as stated 
in Chapter I. Evidence of the achieving of the first objective, a 
review of research related to the nutritional needs for iron and the 
extent to which these needs are being met, has been shown in Chapter 
II. This chapter will be concerned with the.second objective of the 
study which was to determine whether junior high school students would 
accept a liver-enriched meat loaf served in a school cafeteria, and if 
so whether the meat loaf containing ten percent liver would be as 
acceptable as one which contained five percent liver. The accepta-
bility was to be judged by a statistical analysis, followed by an 
interpretation of the analysis, which will be presented in Chapter IV. 
In order to accomplish this objective, the procedure and methods pre-
sented in this chapter will be used. 
The main topics to be discussed are: pre-experiment with liver-
enriched meat loaf in college foods class, selection of the group and 
the schools for testing acceptability of liver-enriched meat loaf, 
determinations of proportions of liver and ground beef in the recipes, 
planning the menu which was to be served with the meat loaf on the 
test days, the session for practice in judging amounts of returned 
meat loaf, collection of the data at the schools on the three days of 
observation, and .a summary of the procedure and methods. 
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Pre~experiment of College Foods Class 
The writer's experience in working with school lunch prog'.l;."ams led 
her to choose the development of a liver-enriched meat loaf as an area 
of investigation for a class in experimental cookery in which she was 
enrolled during the fall semester of 1968. This experience included 
teaching work.shops for school lunch cooks during the previous six 
years. In discussing the nuiritive value of main dishes, the need for 
serving liver to increase the iron content of the lunches of the 
students had been emphasized. The usual reaction oft.he cooks was 
that the children who ate in their lunchrooms would not eat liver when 
it was served to them. It was suggested that ground liver could be 
added to certain, highly-seasoned ground meat dishes. ,Examples of 
such dishes were chili con'carne, spaghetti with meat sauce, lasagne, 
pizza, barbequed ground beef on buns, atld meat loaf. The meat usually 
used for such dishes in school cafeterias is ground beef, ground 
canned luncheon meat, or ground canned roast beef. The question of 
how much liver could be added without detection and rejection of the 
food by the students was often asked by the cooks, The instructor 
could only suggest that the cooks experiment on the basis that liver 
could be substituted for approximately five to 20 percent of the 
ground beef in the recipe. The writer felt that the cooks needed wore 
definite information in order to enrich certain entrees with liver. 
In the experimental foods class, one of the objectives was to 
become familiar with the scientific method as related to foods. In 
order to accomplish this objective, each student in the class was 
requ~red to plan and carry out an independent problem in class, The 
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independent problem chosen by the writer was to determine the propor-: 
tiori of liver that could be substituted for ground beef in a meat 
loaf recipe. 
The recipe for the meat loaf was selected from Better Homes and 
Gardens New Cook Book (1968). The ingredients in the original were: 
Favorite Beef Loaf, 
l! pounds ground beef 
! cup 
2 
medium bread crumbs 
beaten eggs 
l 8 oz. can tomato sauce 
t cup finely chopped onion 







Mi.nor changes in the ingredients of the recipe w~re made in order 
to make. a meat loaf:·which the writer felt would better suit the pur-
pose of the study and yet not be too different from the meat loaf 
usually served in school lunchrooms. Catsup was substituted for the 
tomato sauqe; black pepper was added 1 and the thyme and marjoram were 
omitted since they are not commonly used and it was decided that their 
use might influence the results. The flavors of catsup and black 
pE;ipper are more familiar to the students in the area. 
The proportion of ground liver to ground beef varied. Six var-
iations in all were used and these were numbered one through six. 
The di~ferences in proportions of liver and ground beef in each · 
variation are shown in Table II. 
TABLE II 
VARIATIONS IN THE PROPOaTION OF LIVER TO BEEF IN 
THE MEAT LOAF RECIPES 
Percent Percent 
Variation of Beef of Liver. 
1 100 0 
2 95 5 
3 90 10 
4 85 15 
5 80 20 
6 75 25 
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Ea~h recipe variation was evaluated by a tas~e panel compqsed of 
the investigator and three other class members. One of the criteria 
for the selection of a taste panel was that the food under investi~ 
gation was acceptable to the taster, Therefore all the members had 
been selected because they liked liver. The results by the taste 
panel indicated that the meat loaf in which liver was substituted for 
20 percent of the ground beef received the highest score on the 
basis of flavor, texture, aroma, appeat;"ance, and color. However this 
could be interpreted as biased because of the acceptability of liver 
to the members 9f the t·aste panel~ The writer wanted tio know how 
persons who did not like liver would accept foods which contained 
small amounts of liver added to ground beef or other kinds of.meat. 
For this reason, the testing of acceptance by children of a liver-
enriched meat loaf was undertaken. 
Selection of the Group and the Schools 
School children were chosen a.s the sample group for the study 
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;for at least two reasons. They provided a "captiye 11 group, in a 
rather large number, for the study. A more important reason for the 
choite, however, was that school children comprised a target area for 
the study because of their need for iron during the years of growth. 
The writer's experience with school lunch work had caused an intense 
interest in the improvement of the nutritive quality ot school lunches. 
The WTiter visited three school systems in order to find two 
junior high schools which met the criteria which the investigator had 
defined. These criteria are listed below~ 
1. The two schools cnosen should be participants in the National 
School Lunch Program. Such schools are required to serve 
lunches which meet the specifications of the Type A lunch 
pattern which has been defined on page 6. One o:f the speci-
fications is that each student must be served all the com-
ponents of that pattern. It is possible to allow the students 
some choice in the selection of their food, but to do this 
requires more equipment and personnel. Therefore most 
participating schools, to keep the price of the lunch a.slow 
a.s possible, sefcve a single menu, a plate lunch which 
provides no choice by the students. By conducting th,e re-
search in such, schools, the investigator would be assured 
that the same kinds and amounts of foods would be served to 
all students. 
2. The schools chosen should be junior high schools because it 
is at the beginning of adolescence that the Reco:m:mended 
Dieta,ry Allowance for iron increases from ten to 18 milli-
grams. 
3. The school.s should be within a radius of 50 miles of the 
writer's home so that the writer could have ready access to 
spend the time requ,ired for carrying out the experiment. 
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4. The schools were to be large enough to provide sufficient 
data, yet small enough to permit the research to be conducted 
efficiently. This size was determined by the writer to be 
schools which served between 250 and 500 lunches daily. 
~· The schools selected should be those in which the students 
do not leave the schools for luilch. This is identified as 
a closed lunch, hour, in which all the students remain in the 
school building during the noon periol:i. This criterion was 
selected in order to obtain a better sampling of the student 
body. 
6. The school lunchroom should have the space,' facilities, 
and arrangement to accommodate the research plan without 
causing congestion or confusion of the students during the 
serving of the meal. 
7. The school personnell that is, the school administration 
a.no. school lunch workers, must show innovative and cooperative 
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attitudes toward school feeding programs in general, and more 
specifically, toward this research project. 
8. Administrative approval for the research to be conducted would 
be granted. 
The first school the investigator visited met all the stated 
criteria. However, the interview disclosed that because of a recent 
reorganization within the school district, only studepts from the 
seventh and eighth grades were served in that Lunchroom. Since the 
writer knew of no other school in the prescribed area which had the 
plan, this school was rejected as a location in which the research 
could be conducted. 
An interview with the food service manager of the second school 
revealed that the average daily participation of the school was over 
500 students. This number was too large for the study which was 
planned. 
In the third school visited by the writer, there were two junior 
high schools of similar size, each of which met all the stated criteria. 
After a conference with the vocational homemaking teacher and the 
superintendent of schools, it was agreed that the research could be 
done in this school system. 
The two junior high schools, for the purposes of this study, shall 
be hereafter referred to as School A and School B. Both of these were 
housed in recently constructed buildings in a suburban area, Most of 
the patrons were employed in nearby metropolitan areas, and could be 
described as being in the middle socioeconomic class. Students in the 
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades attended these two schools. Since 
the towns where each of the junior high schools are located are small, 
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the majority of the students come from the surrounding area. 
Although absences from school would affect the results of the 
study to some extent, it was felt that the sample size was large enough 
that these absences would have a minimal effect on the results. The 
average daily participation at School A was estimated to be 325 students 
and at School B, 290 students. 
The writer met with the superintendent of schools and the high 
school vocational homemaking teacher and explained in detail the pur-
pose and plan of the investigation. A similar conference was held with 
the school food service supervisor and the principals of the two junior 
high schools. All these persons responded with interest and assurances 
of cooperation. 
Determination of Recipe Proportions 
As was stated previously, the recipes containing different pro-
portions of liver for the meat loaf tested in the experimental foods 
class had been taken from a family-sized recipe, and served only 
eight persons. It was necessary to increase the recipe to serve 100 
persons. In calculating the amounts of food needed to provide two 
ounces of lean meat or its equivalent for the Type A lunch pattern, 
six servings per pound of ground beef are allowed. One egg is con-
sidered a serving of protein-rich food for this requirement. Based 
on these standards, the investigator increased the amounts of the in-
gredients to yield 100 portions, using the basic recipe which was 
developed in the experimental foods class. (The recipe actually 
provides 102 portions according to the formula above. The extra two 
servings allow a margin of safety.) The basic recipe, showing the 
three variations, was: 
_Ingredients 















*2 qts., ~ c. *2 qts., ~ c. *2 qts., ~ c. 
2 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz. 
1 lb. , 4 oz. 1 lb., 4 oz. 1 lb., 4 oz. 
12 oz. 12 oz. 12 oz. 
18 large 18 large 18 large 
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Ground beef 14 lb. 13 lb. , 5 oz. 12 lb. , 9~ oz. 
Ground pork liver None 11 oz. 1 lb., 6~ oz. 
*The measurement is stated as "2 qts., ~ c." rather than "2 1/8 qts." 
for accuracy and convenience. 
Directions for Variation 1: Mix bread crumbs and catsup in mixer on 
low speed. To this mixture, add salt, onions, green peppers, and 
eggs (beaten slightly). Add ground beef to mixture. Mix well three 
minutes on low speed. Place equal amounts in two greased pans (about 
12" X 20" X 2"). Shape mixture into two equal lengthwise loaves in 
each pan. Bake one hour, ten minutes at 3750F. 
Directions for Variations 2 and 3: When a variation containing liver 
is used, add the ground liver to the catsup and mix well before com-
bining with bread crumbs. This should be done to assure even distri-
bution throughout the meat loaf without ovennixing the ground beef. 
Liver was substituted for no more than ten percent of the beef 
on any of the test days, since in the experimental class project 
some members of the taste panel found that the taste of liver was 
detectable when ground liver was substituted for 15 percent of the 
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beef. Furthermore, in prep~ring meals for her family, the writer had 
added ground park liver to certain ground meat dishes such as lasagne 
and chili con carne. Only ten percent liver was used in these recipes. 
'J'he family members were not informed of the addition of liver. The 
food was well accepted each time, even though one of the family does 
not like liver. 
;rn School A, a loa_.t' in which the meat was all beef was to be 
served on the first test dayo On the second day of observation, one 
month later, a meat loaf with liver substituted for five percent of 
the ground beef was servedo A meat loaf using liver for ten percent 
of the ground beef was served on the third day of testing, which fol-
lowed the second test day four weeks latero In School B, the order 
was reversed. In this way, it was hoped to minimize the effect of 
the order of administration on the participation in the school lunch 
program because of the passing of the school year .. 
Planning the Menu to Accompany Meat Loaf 
At the time the research was conducted, the school system selec-
ted had five cafeterias .. These lunchrooms were operated under the 
direction of one person, the Food Serv:i..ce Supervisor, who planned a 
. ~ -
single menu for the five schoolso The investigator and the Fooc;i 
Service Supervisor planned a menu which would include the meat loaf 
to be used on the test days. Some of the factors considered in plan-
ning the menu were~ 
1.. It should meet the Type A lunch requ:Lrements. 
2o It should contain at least one food classified by USDA as a 
"good" source of Vitamin c. 
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3, The cost should be within the limits of the operating budget, 
4. Variety in flavor, texture, color, temperature, and shape 
should be provided. 
5. The food for this menu should be prepared by the regul,r 
staff, usipg the available equipment, in the time allowed • 
. 6, The menu ~terns should be familiar to the students, and should 
be those which have been found to be acceptable to them. 
7. Seasonal foods should be avoided, since the study would cover 
a period of two months. 
Consideri~g these factors, the following menu was planned to be 








Since the same menu was to be used on all observation days, it 
was the opinion of the writer that it should not be served m9r~ often 
than at four-week intervals. Monday was selected as the day of the 
week for testing, since on that day there are fewer activities which 
might interfere with lunch participation were scheduled. The dates 
for the three days of testing were set so that there would be no 
interruptions from holidays. 
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Practice Session 
A practice session was held, so that those checking plate returns 
would be in agreement as to how the returned amounts would be judged. 
With the coop~;t'ation of the vocational homemaking teacher of the 
senior high school in the selected school system, two senior home-
making students were selected to help with checking the tray retill'l+S· 
It was believed that more ac~urate results would be obtaine~ if the 
investigator and the state school lunch consultant, who was to check 
plate returns in one of the schools, had someone to assist them on 
each test day. The assistants helped by directing the st'Udents to-
ward the checker, and by making sure that the trays of all students 
were checked~ The investigator thought that this assistance would 
allow the checker (1) to devote closer attention to the determination 
and recording of amounts of returned meat loaf on the plates, (2) to 
work more rapidly and therefore avoid detain;i.ng the students, and (3) 
to make c.ertain no trays were m,issed. 
The researcher, the school lunch consultant, the vocational 
homemaking teacher, and the two students selected as assistants 
attended the practice session which was held in the senior high school 
homemaking department. The writer had baked a meat loaf from which 
plates were served with pieces of varying sizes of meat loaf, which 
were to resemble returned servings. The plates used were obtained 
from the school cafeteria so that the servings would appear as much 
as possible like those which actually would be served. 
Collection of Data 
Before the actual investigation began, the writer and the state 
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school lunch consultant who was to assist her, visited the cafeterias 
in which the research was to be conducted. The visit was made before 
and during a lunch hour in order to determine the details of the 
arrangement that would be best for check;i.ng the returned trays. Also, 
during this visit, rapport with the lunchroom personnel was established 
so that the work would be carried out in a pleasant atmosphere with 
goocl. relationships among all those involved. The investigator felt 
that this was import ant since, in a sense, she and the ones who would 
assist her were "intruders" in the work area. School lunch workers 
take pride in their work and regard the kitchen as their particular 
g,omain. 
All persons who assisted in the research were cautioned to keep 
the details confidential, so that the students would not have any 
information concerning the substitution of liver for part of the 
ground beef in the meat loaf. On the testing days, much :i,nter~st in 
the research was shown by the students. Several asked questions con-
cerning the work of the investigator and her assistant. They were 
told that the plates were being checked to determine which foods they 
liked~ This answer seemed to satisfy their curiosity. 
The investigator chose to purchase and prepare the liver that 
was to be µsed in the research. The reasons for doing this were: 
1. to save time and labor for the cookse 
2. to be certain pork liver was used (in some areas, pork liver 
is not always available in grocery sto.res or from meat 
distributors). 
3. to assure proper handling and cooking of the liver. 
It is quite difficult to grinp raw liver. It had been the 
experience ot the writer that it should be cooked, chilled, and then 
ground, or it should be cut into finger-sized strips, frozen, and then 
ground. Because of the ayailable equipment, the writer chose to grind 
the cooked, chilled liver. It is to be expe.cted that if the liver-
enriched m~at loaf is found to be acceptable, school lunch cooks 
would need information concerning the preparation of the liver. 
The writer worked at School A ?Ild the school lunch consultant 
from the State School Lunch Division, at School Bon the test days. 
They arrived at the schools at seven-thirty each of those JOOrnings. 
Each assisted in the mixing of the meat loaf to compensate for the 
. . 
extra time required to prepare the new recipe, and to :i,nsure that 
accurate proportions of liver and beef were µsed on the test days. 
In mixing the meat loaf, it should be emphasized that it is 
important to follow the directions given in the recipe. The ground 
liver should be added to the catsup and ~ed well before adding the 
other ingredients. This procedure is necessary to assure even dis-
tribution of the ground liver without overnrl.xing the gro-und beef. 
The preparation of the meat loaf was started soon enough to al,low 
it to stand 30 minutes before slicing. This was essential since this 
particular recipe does not make a firm, compact loaf. 
School).unch recipes furnished by both the schooi Lunch Division 
of the State Department of F.ducation and the United States Department 
9f Agriculture are written in amounts to provide 100 servings. For 
that reason the recipe for this research was written to provide 100 
portions. The manager of each kitchen unit adjusted the amunts of 
the ingredients to the number of students she expected to serve on 
each day. 
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As was previously stated, a senior vocational homemaking student 
assisted in each school during the checking of the plate returns. The 
plates were checked to see how much, if any, meat loaf was returned. 
The detailed data which was collected at the two schooh are ·shown in 
Appendix B. The following table illustrates the form used to tabulate 
the ·aniounts of servings returned by the students. 
TABLE 111 
FORM FOR RECORDING AMOUNT OF SERVING OF MEAT LOAF 
RETURNED AS PLATE WASTE 
Students Who Returned 
None 1/4 1/2 3/4 All 
nH-"" /'HJ ,uJ ff.II tJU 11tl $1 ft# JHl. 
"" "" '"' HU tt+I nw. lffl ,,...., tUI .,.,, tff.l 
~ Ill 
I 
tUI HU Ill ft+I ltH 




ft4.l- "" IHI II 
total 97 28 16 23 33 
Adult meals were not recorded, since they were not to be included in 
the study. 
The chi square procedure was used to test the hypotheses, This 
analysis and its interpretation will be discussed in Chapter IV. The 
third Qb}ective was to draw implications and to make recomrnend;:itions 
to persons involved in nutrition education. These implications and 
recorranendations will be presented in Chapter Vo 
In Chapter III, the procedure and methods used for the study 
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have been described. A problem in an experimental cookery class was 
investigated to determine the amount of liver which could be substitut-
ed for part of the ground beef in a meat,loaf without affecting the 
flavor and texture of the product o In order to determine whether 
school children would accept a liver-enriched meat loaf, and if so, 
whether tive or ten percent would be more acceptable, an investigation 
was planned and carr:i,ed out in two jwri.or high schools. The amounts 
of the ingredients in the basic recipe used for the project in the 
experimental foods class were adjusted to serve l(X) portions. The 
manager in each school further adjusted the amounts of ingredients to 
the.number of students in each school. The writer and the food ser-
vice supervisor of the selected schools planned the menu to accompl;l!ly 
the meat loaf o . The vocational homemaking teacher. of the senior high 
school in the selected school system selected two of her students to 
assist in the research. A practice session was held to assure uru-
formity and accuracy in judging the amounts of returned meat loaf. 
The data was collected on three days at one-month intervals. 
The following chapter will present a discuss ion of the collec~ 
tion and statistical analysis of the data. Interpretation of the 
analysis in relation to the objectives of the study will then be 
discussed. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPREl'ATION OF FI~INGS 
The purpose of this chapt.er .is ;to p::resent the analysis and dis-
cussion of the findings of the research which was an investigation of 
the acceptance of a liver·endched meat loaf by junior h:j_gh school 
students. The analysis of the data, which were collected on three 
observation days 9,t intervals of four weeks, will first be presented, 
followed by a discussion anc,i interpretation of the results of the sta-
tistical tests. A s'U]l]lil.8,I'y of the analysis and the interpretation of 
the results by the writer will -conclude the chapter. 
Statisti.cal Analysis of the Data 
As the writer described in Chapter III, the research was con-
ducted to determine whether junior high schools would accept a meat 
loaf in which liver had been substituted for part of the beef in a 
school lunchroom. The investigatiori was made at two schools on 
three test days., at intervals of four weeks. On two of the test days, 
a liver-enriched meat loaf was served as the entree in the cafeterias 
of both schools. Liver was substituted for ten percent of the beef 
in the meat loaf on one of these days, and five percent of the beef 
had been replaced by liver on the .second day. On the other day of 
observation in each school, an all-beef .. meat loaf was served. The 
( 
plate return of the meat loaf from each child was visually. checked 
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and 1;,he fractional part of the returned serving of meat loaf was 
recorded on a form as shown in Chapter ItI, page 490 
Since the data which were collected during the investigation a1;, 
the two junior high schools were nominal levels of measurement, the 
writer used the chi square test for the statistical analysis. This 
procedure was used to determine whether the observed differences were 
within the range which could have occurred by chance alone. This is 
one of the more powerful ·tests used for the nominal level of measure ... 
ment and was deemed to be appropriate for this analysiso The .05 
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level of probability was used to judge the significance of statistical 
tests. 
The chi ~qua.re analysis of the number of students at School A 
who returned varying amounts of meat loaf as plate waste is ·shown in 
Table rv. The calculated chi square value of 36.51 ex.ceeds the 







CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF NUMBER OF STUDENTS REI'URNING 
VARYING AIDUNTS OF MEAT LOAF.AS PLATE WASTE 
AT SCHOOL A· 
Number of Students Who Returned 
1/4 1/2 3/4 
None Serving Serving. Serving All 
207 36 12 19 43 
232 28 21 23 27 
199 58 2.8 23 14 








· In '.I;'able V the chi square test of the number of students at 
School B who returned different amounts of plate waste is shown. 
The tabled chi square value of 15051 at the .05 level of significance 







CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF NUMBER OF STUDENTS REl'URNING 
VARYING AM)UNTS OF MEAT LOAF .AS PLAST WASTE 
AT SCHOOL B· 
Nu.inl;)er of Students Who Returned 
l/4 1/2 3/4 
N.o.ne Serving Serving Serving All 
2.36 40 16 3 11 
211 37 27 10 5 






Chi Square~ 24.04 , df~ 8 .. 001 ( p < .. 005 
The data from School A and School B were pooled and were analyzed 
by the chi square procedure. The calculated chi square val.ue of 32.44 
exceeded the tabled chi square value of 9.49 at the 005 level of 
significance, as shown in Table VI. 
P~rcent 
TABLE VI 
CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS BEI'URNING 
VARYING AIDUNTS OF MEAT LOAF AS PLATE WASTE FROM 
:OOTH S C}IOOL A.· AND SCHOOL B 
Number of Students Who Returned 
1/4 ')./2 3/4 Total 
54 
Ll.ver None Serving Serving Serving All Students 
0 443 76 28 22 54 623 
5 443 65 48 33 3~ 621 
10 381 103 53 29 35 601 
Chi Squa.re : 32.44 df: 8 p ( .6005 
The first hypothesis stated that there was no difference between 
the acceptance of an all-beef meat loaf and a liver-enriched meat 
loaf by junior high school students in a school lunchroom. Since the 
calculated ch;i square value exceeded the tabled chi square value in 
the statistical tests for each of the schools, and for the pooled data 
from the two schools, it was necessary to reject the ,t'irst hypothesis. 
In other words, there was a difference in the acceptance of a meat 
loaf made from beef alone, and one in which p~ of the beef had been 
repl~ced by liver by the students in the two junior high schools in 
which the investigation was conducted. 
The pooled data from the two schools were analyzed by the chi 
square procedure to test the second hypothesis which stated that there 
was no significant difference between the acceptance of a me.at loaf in 
which .five percent of the beef has been replaced by liver and a meat 
loaf in which ten percent of the beef has been replaced by liver. 
The results of the statiqtica;L test of this data are shown in Table 
VII. Since tl1.e calculated chi ~quare value of 13 .. 59 exceeded the 
tabled chi square value of. 9.49, the second hypothesis was rejected. 
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In other words, the statistical analysis of the five groups of students 
who returned varying amounts of meat loaf as plate waste at the two 
schools in the study indicated a difference in their acceptance of the 
~ . . . 
two recipe variations for the meat loaf. 
TABLE VII 
CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF NUMBER OF STUDENTS REI'URNING Vl\RYING 
OOUNTS OF MEAT LOAF CONTAINING FIVE PERCEN'l' AND TEN 
PERCENT LIVER AT SCHOOLS A AND B 
Number of Students Who Ret'l,],rned 
Percent 1/4 1/2 3/4 Total 
Liver None Serving Serving Serving All Students 
5 443 65 48 33 32 621 
10 381 103 53 29 35 601 
Chi Square: · 13 .. 59 df~ 4 .. 005 ( P < .. oi 
Upon further examination of the data, it was decided to apply 
chi square tests on a different basis. The students who returned 
one-half of the serving of meat lo~f clouded the determination of· 
acceptap.ce or rejection of the food. If a student returned one-half 
of the serving, it coul~ not be determined whether he accepted or 
rejected the food. Therefore the st'Udents in this groµp were con-
sidered as indecisive for the purpose of the study. The reasons a 
student may have eaten only one-half the serving could be other than 
not like the food, such as time, or lack o! ~ppetiteo Table VIII 
shows a comparison of the values of protein and iron in a meat lo~f 
made from all beef and from one in which liver was substituted for 
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ten percent of the beef. The values are given for one serving and for 
one-ha;J.f serving of the meat loaf. The size of the serving is that 
amount which would furnish two ounces of protein rich food as speci-
fied by t.he T;yJ,e A lunch pa,ttern. 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF VALUES OF PROT:E;IN AND IRON IN ALL-BEEF MEAT 
LOAF AND MEAT LOAF CONTAINING TEN·PERCENT 
LIVER 
Meat Loa,£ Containing Meat. Loaf Cont.aining 
All Beef 10%Liver· 
Protein Iron Protein Iron 
gm mg gm mg 
One serving 13 .. 5 2.0 13.7 3.3 
One-half serving 6~8 1.0 6.9 I.7 
An examination of Table VIII indica~es that if he ate only one-half 
of the liver-enriched meat loaf, there i.s a proportionate decrease 
in the amount of protein ingested, but the loss of iron intake is not 
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significantly less than if he had eaten all the all-beef meat loaf 
served to him. Hence the students in the "1/-2" category were deleted 
for the purpose of further analysis. 
Furthermore, since students who returned only one-fourth of the 
serving of meat loaf could be considered as accepting the food, the 
groups of students who returned "None" and "1/4" of the meat loa~ were 
combined. The students who returned three-fourths of the meat loaf 
served them were considered to have rejected the food; therefore 
I 
those students in the group who returned 1'3/4" of the meat loaf served 
them were combined with those who returned 11All" of the serving. 
Sie~al (1956) states that adjacent classifications may be combined if 
such combining does not rob the data of their meaning. Because the 
writer wanted to generalize the findings of this investigation to 
other schools, only pooled data were used for further analysis. 
After the above considerations, the chi square procedure was 
applied to the data relating to acceptance or rejection of the meat 
loaf. The calculated chi square value of .626 did not exceed the 
tabled chi square value of 5.99; therefore the first hypothesis could 
not be rejected on the basis of this test wh,ich indicated that the 
students showed no difference between their acceptance of an all-beef 
meat loaf and one in which liver had replaced part of the beef. The 
results are shown in Table IX. 
TABLE IX 
CHI SQUARE .ANA;LYSIS OF NUMBER OF STUDENTS ACC~TING OR 
REJECTlNG MEAT ioAF CONTA:i:NlNG V..I\RYING AMOUNTS 
OF LIVER AT SCHOOLS A AND B 
Number of Students Who Returned 
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Pe:i;-cent 















.70 < p < .80 
The second hypothesis sta:ted that there W8;S no sigpi;t'ic~t diff-
erence in the a"cceptapce of 8: meat loaf in which five percent of the 
beef ha.,d been repl8;ced by liver, and one in which liver had, been 
substituted for ten percent of the beef. Aga,in the students in the 
11one ... hal,f 11 groups were omitted, and the extreme categories were com-
bined. The calculated chi square value of .007 did not exceed the 
tabled chi squcµ-e value of J.84 at the .05 level of significance. The. . ~ . -
experimenter f8;iled to :i;-eject the second hypothesis as shown by the 
results in Taple X. 
TABLE X 
CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF NUMBER QF STUDENTS ACCEPTING OR 
REJECTING MEAT LOAF CONTAINING FIVE PERCE:tfr 
· AND TEN · PERCENT LIVER AT 
SCHOOLS A AND B 
Number of Students Who Returned 
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Percent 




508 65 573 
484 64 548 
.007 df: 1 .90 (: P <t ~95 
On the basis of the results of the chi square test applied to 
. . . 
the combined extremes of the pooled date from Schools A B!ld B, the 
investigB:tor f~ed to reject either of the two hypotheses.. It is 
concluded from these tests that there was no significS?t difference 
between the accept8:11ce of 8:11 aJl-beef meat loaf and a liver-enriched 
meat loaf, or be.tween the acceptap.ce of a, meat loaf in which liver 
ha,d replaced five percent of .the beef, and one in which ten percent 
of the beef had been repla,ced by livero 
Interpretation of the Findings 
The chi squa:re procedure for the statistica;t analysis of data 
;Lndica,tes only whe.ther the observed differences are within the r~e 
which could ha,ve occurred by chance alone. The tests do not show 
'· I 
direction if such a •. difference exists. The analysis indicated that 
differences in acceptance of the meat loaf with varying amounts of 
• ~ _t I 
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liver cli.d exist when the five categories of da~a were used. Jn order 
to interpret the direction, the numbers of stuqents returnipg vary,ing 
amounts o;f meat loaf a13 plate waste were converted to percentages o;f 
the tota;i. n1.lll1ber o.:t; students served eaph da;v-11 'J;'hese percentages are 
shown in Table Xl for the two classifications 111/4 or less" anq. "3/4· 
or more." The rationale .t'o:ri t)1e combinations of the groups into the 
categories is presented on p~e 57. lt can be seen from Table XI that 
there :is a con;;:i:i,stent trend of acceptance at ea,c;:)1 school. It will be 
recalled that .. the :recipe vari~tio:ns were served in o:ppos:i.te order a,t 
the two schoolso Tha,t i:::i, op the first test day, the mea,t l0:8.,f in 
which liver ha.d been substituted for ten percent of the ground beef 
was se:rived at School B· Op the S8?J.e day., a meat loaf made;) from all 
ground beef wa,s served to students at School B· On the second test 
day, both schools served mea,t loaf which cont8:ined :t;ive percent liver, 
and on the third day of testing, students at School A were serveo. the 
all-beef meat loaf, and mea,t loa,f in which liver had ;replaced ten 
percent of the gound beef was served to students at School B· This 





PERCENTAGES OF ACCEPTANCE OF MEAT LOAF l3Y STUDENTS, 
COMBINED INTO TWO CATEQORIES FROM 
SCHOOLS A · Am) B ·. 
Percentages of S~udents Retµrn;Lng 
••I' •, ,,' .. .'. _" ' ' \,!. ' '• '· ,',_!, , ' . 
1/4 or less 3/4 or more 
School Schoql 
A B A 
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B 
0 ·.76.7 90.2 19.6 4,4 
5 78.6 85.6 15.1 5.1 
10 79.8 81~.3 ll-4 9.7 
The percent~es shown <;>n Ta_ble n indica:te tl;l.at at School A the 
percentage of those returning one ... fourth or less ipcreased as the 
. .... . ' . . t 
propoJ:'.tion of liver wa.s increased. The percentages of the s_tudents at 
School A· returning .three-foUI'.ths or more decrec3;sed a;s the p;i;-opo.vt,ion 
of liver in the meat loat was increased, Thus, the combined percent~ 
. . . 
ages reveal that at School A the acceptance was greater when the meat 
.t • • ·, •. '• A ' . '.: 
loq.f containing more liver was served. An examination of the percent.-
.,l •. ' .t i •• ~ ' • 
9:ies for School B in T<3;b;Le XlII indioa,tes .trend in the · direc.tiori 
opposite to that shown by School A. This effect can be interpreted 
.·,,· •, • • ,, . A· . '· 
~s being related to the order.of ~d.ministr~tion of the recipe V8:I'iatiQns 
of _the :in.eat loB:f, since the oJ;'(ier of .tlle varia:tions were I'eversed a:t 
bo_th of the schools~ a.,s the writer explaj.ned in Chapter Ill, 
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Sunnn1¥7 
The chi square procedure wa.s used to ci!lalyze the data.. When this. 
statistical test was applied to the five ca.tegories o:r stuo.ents who 
returned varying amol..111ts of meat loaf as pla:te waste, significant 
differences in acceptance were found for School A,. School B, and 
Schools A and B combined. A significant difference in acceptance 
of students returning v6:I'Ying amounts of mea,t lo~ containing five 
percent and ten percent :U.ver ,;it Schools A a,nd B combined wa:s also 
found. When the number of students returning one-half of the meat 
10;3.f serving was interpreted a.s being indecisive a.nd was deleted., no 
significal'lt differences were found in the ~cceptapce by t.he stvdents 
between .the all-beef meat loa.t ~ a liver-enriched meat loaf. Further-
• ' - l .J 
more no sign:i,.ficant difference was obt¥ned be.tween the number of 
s.tudents accepting the mea,t loa! conta;ining five percent liver and a. 
meat loaf which contains ten percent liver, when tne st.udents who 
re.turned one-hal.f .the serving of meat loa, were omitted from the 
calculations. . . 
When the dat~ from the two schools were converted to percenta,ges 
of the total number of students. served on each da,, an order effect 
was shown to be operational in the;;study. · This effect was minimized 
by the use o:r two schools in the study, a.pd reversing the order pf 
a~nis.tration of the recipe variatiops of .the meat loaf. 
In Chapter v, the research wj,llbe summarized a.nd the conclusions 
that were reached will be stated. The im.plications for teacher educa-. , - ' •, :,. . . ~ . ~ = 
tion will be given and s~estions will be made for the use of the 
. i 
, results o:f the study by school lunch personnel, voca,tion~ homemaking 
te~chers, and extension home economists. The lqst part of the ch~pter 
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will include recorrrrnendations for further research in food acceptance, 
especially as related to school feeding programs~ 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY~ CONCLUSIONS, AND:RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this chapter, the research will be summarized and the concJ.u-
s;i.ons will be given, Tl'le :i,m;plic:at;i,.ons :f,'or teacher education will be 
discussed :and suggest;i,onsw.Ul be made .t'or the use of th;i,:;i inf'orm~tion 
by vocational homemaking teachers, school ltµ1ch consultant~s anct. il'l,-
structors~ and ~ension home economists. Recomm.en,datn..ons for further 
invest;igation will be g:i.ven in ~he last part of the cb,a,pter. 
Studies indicate that iron deficiency anemia is prevalent among 
certain groups in the United States, and suryeys show that dietary 
cons'l,llD.ption of iron is below the recommended a,11.owances for both boys 
and girls deying the early years of adolesc.ence. iron deficiency 
without anemia is difficult·to dia,gnose, but many believe it is wid.e-.-
spre~ because of tne low intate o;f dietacys iron and the prevalence 
of iron deficiency anemia. 
In order to find a, way to increase iron in the food, the w;riter 
deve~oped a reGipe for a, ~iver-enriched meat loa.f ~n a college class 
i.n experimental cookery. The results of. that investigation J.ed to 
the research to determine acceptability of a llver-enriched meat ;Loa! 
by students in two selected schools. 
The .:investigator also wanted to know if acceptability was 
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indicated, whether a meat loaf in which liver had been substitute~ for 
ten pe~cept of the ground beef was as acceptable as a. meat loaf in 
which five percent bee~ had been replaced by liver ... This study was not 
concerned with the effects of age, sex, or background of students on 
the acceptability of the meat loaf, 
Junio;r;> h:i,gh school students were chosen as the group to be tested 
because it is during the rapid growth, per:Lod of adolescence .th,at more 
iron is needed than in previous years~ The research was conducted in 
two schools which met the cr;.ite:r'ia, stated in Cha,:pter III., Observations 
were made on three ctays at intervals of four weeks. The saµie menu wias 
se;rv,ed on each test day in both schools,.. At School A, liver had been 
substituted for ten percent of the ground beef on the first test day. 
On the second d,ay o.f testing five percent of the ground beet had beeri 
rep:l.aced by liver a,nd an all-beef loaf was served on the tl+Lrd test 
day. At School B, the order of administration was reversed to ipj.:nim;ize 
the order effect. On the d~s of testing, the plate returns were 
checked and record was ma.de of the amoUJ,1t of the serving wl::lich was not 
eaten.. The returned a~n~nµ1ts were recorded as 11none~1, 111/411 , "J./211 , 
113/411 , or 11al,lll~ 
The data were amuyzed using the chi square procedure. Signifi-
cant differences were found when the five categories listed above were 
used, therefore the hypotheses based .Qn the originc;3.l design .of the 
research were rejected.. However, examination of the data led the 
researcher to analyze the data fun.her, omitting the 'll/2". group. 
This analysis indicated that the students accepted the meat loaf con-
taining liver as well as without Uver, and that meat loaf which, 




If the group of students who returned one-half the serving of 
meat loaf are included in the statistic~ ano:µ.yi3is, the two null 
hypothe;:;es must be rejected. It must be conGlud,ed that there was a 
sig;ni!icant differ~nce between the acceptance o.f a.n all beef 1.oaf aii.d 
a liver-enriched meat loaf, and between a meat loaf c9ntaining five 
percent liver and one in whi,ch ten percent of the meat was l:Lver. 
The group who returned one-half Q.f the serving of I)l.eat loaj' 
were noncommittal in relation to this study. Their reac-t;,;i.on cannot 
be inter:preted as acceptance or rejection of the meat loaf. Therefo:re 
the ''l/2" categocy was dro:ppeq. cmd the data were again Malyzed., The 
investigator .failed to reject either of the two null hypotl:J.eses on 
the ba$.iS of the latter test. 
In th,is study, no evidence was fou.nd th.at it is not feasible to 
substitute liver for part of the .beef in a meat :loa,f.. There was :r;i.o 
indication on the whole that child;r-en would reject foods in which. 
liver replaced as much as ten :percent of the beef~ Therefore it :t;:; 
concluded that the addj,tion of,' liver to certain ground meat dishes ;is 
an acceptable method of increasing dietary iron. 
Implications for Teacher Ed:uca.tiori 
'l:'he results of this investigation have shown a method b:y which 
d4eta,ry iron ·can be increased. Th.is infol;'lllatio:p. can be disseminated 
by such areas in education as vocational ho:memak;ing teachers, school 
lun,ch consultants and instructors, e~ension home economists and·· 
program aides, and nutrition educators.. The writer strongly believes 
that greater efforts and improved methods of informing the :public of 
ways to improve the qu~ity of their diet as well as the quantity of 
the food is necessary to alleviate the probiems of malnutrition. 
The writer suggests that school lunch workers instruct coo~s and 
managers on the principle of liver-enrichmeµt of certain entrees .• 
This could be done through regular newsletters, routine reviews of 
school lunchrooms, training workshops, or at a meeting of the organ-
ization of school food service personneL It is likely that the most 
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wide-spread benefits will result from methods of instruction which in.-
elude demonstration and 11taste.-sessions. 11 
.. ' 
The role of vocational homemaking teachers in nut·rition education 
offers tremendous opportunities. Well-planned lessons in foods and 
nutrition, presented in an effective manner can have a lasttng effect 
on the nutritional well-being of her students and their families. 
Students are especially sensitive to good instruction at the secondary 
level,.especially if it is presented with conviction and enthusiasm. 
If the teacher thoroughly explains the bodyu_s need for iron, and the 
prevalence of iron malnutrition, the students would be receptive to a 
laboratory lesson in the preparation of liver enriched foods. Among 
the high school students, entrees such as spaghetti with me-at sauce, 
chili concarne, lasagna, pizza, and 11sloppy Joes11 would add variety 
and interest to the lesson. Since many of the girls in high school 
will .soon be mothers, the importance of increased iron for their age 
group should be stressed so that the likelihood of iron deficiency 
at the time of' conception will be lessened. 
~ension home economists can present the principle of main 
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dishes enriched with liver in at least three areas: extension home-
maker gro1,1ps~ 4-H; c].ubs, and P:Ngram ~des. A vety interest:i,ng pre-
sentation, :i,ncluding a demonstration' and "taste-session11 could be 
developed for a regular meeting of the extension homema,l<:er groups. 
Leaders in 4-H Clubs could suggest a demonstration which included the 
preparation of a liver....,en;r-iched grou,nd meat entree. 'l'he subject. lends 
itself to both act;iori and information wh;i.ch could be prov;i,ded for young 
people who are likely to need an ;increase :i,:n, diet~ iron. 
EK.tension program aides are challenged to find ways t'o improve 
the diets of. families who have low income. The program aides should 
help the homemakers ;in such families identify ~ow~cost foods wh:ich 
will help supply the iron needs o.:f,' the family .. Adding gro'Ulld liver 
to ground meat c;iishes may be suggested to the homemaker$. A prob1em 
that may be encounteroetj. is the l.acl<: of equipment, 13uch as a ,food 
chopper, to grind the liver, In an;1 cqse, the program aide should 
encourage. the homemaker~ to serve live:r ·to their fa.milles.. ln terms 
of nutrients fu.rnis):1ed, as well as price per pound it is less expen-
sive than many other meats~ 
Care should• be taken to give adequate infor:ination to coo;ks who 
will. prepare live:r;- .fo:r addition to g;roupd meat dishes. One should not 
attempt to grind raw liver unless it has been first cut into finger-
si.zed strips and .frozen. S;i.nce liver defrosts quic~y, it must be 
:k;ept in tl,1e freezer until all the equipment ;t'or grinding has been 
prepared.. If a freezer or freeze;r sectiori of the refrigerator is not 
available, the liver should be cooked a;n,d chilled before grinding. 
Some cooks find the latter method more convenient thi;ill grinding 
frozen meat. Liver should be cooked b;v steam to presel;'Ve iron, If 
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steam cooking is not possible~ the took should use as little water as 
ppssible in cooking to avoid iron loss. 
The writer has suggested three areas i;n which the ;p:r;-inciple 9f 
adding ground liver to certain ground meat dishes could be et!eetively 
taught. A.s witn. all teach:i.ng, the effeci:.,ivenesi:i of tn.e :µistruction ". · 
will depend on the training, conviction, and enthusiasm of the person 
who presents the lesson. 
Recommendat:i,.ons for Fu:rther Study 
1. · The principle of adding ground liver to gl;'ound meat dishes should 
be further explored. The effect of order could be investigated by 
conducting the research in one school oyer a longer period of time, 
reversing the oro.er in that school. To be :more ~act, data might be 
collected in five days,, at .intervals of .;four weeks, in which the 
recipe variations al;'e presented in one order for the first three test 
days, and reversed for the last two days.. Th,us tn.e order :rnign.t be 
(in relation to percentage of,' liver :i,n the meat loaf) ten percent, 
five percent, a,ll-beef, five percent,, and ten pel;'cent. This design 
would allow further .testing of tn.e effect of order of ad,m;i.;n.tstratii:m .. 
<-· This i,nvestigation has attempted to measure acceptance o.f a livel;'-
enriched.food. The writer would pre.:f,'er that children would leS+'Il to 
eat l:i.ver as such, l;'ather than combined with other !oods.. Fµrtl').er 
research m;i.ght be conducteq in one of the few schools where liver ,is 
accepted te determine which methods ot preparation are most aQceptable 
to the students. 
3. Investigation into the e,f;fect of the environment on rood acceptance 
might reveal. m.aeful information for nu,t;d.,tionists. A study o! t,he 
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effect of such factors as the decor of t,he cafeteria and the size, 
shape, and arrangement of the tables on the acceptance of the food 
which is served in the ;Lmwh;i;ioom would be ,helpful to those in cho;irge 
of the :planning, equipping, and use o;f these facillties. The intluence 
of the personality .and a:ttitude of school, food SE;lrvice persormel on 
the k;imis. a,nd amounts of food which the stud<;mts accept is an area 
which could be investigatedo 
4· Since the nutritional w~ll,.,.being of children, is presemtly the f'Qc;:us 
' ' 
of widespread attention, school lunch should evaluate more care.fully 
the acceptance of the kinds and amounts of food by t,i:le students whom 
they serve. E;f'fective nutrition education progr<WllS should be based, 
on the results of rese1;3,rch in the area and sho'l1ld resu.lt i:o improved. 
eating ha.bits. This is t,he goal. of nutrition education, 
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October ll, 1969 
ll.~12 Greystone 
Okla. City, Okla. 
Dr. L· w. West;f,aU 
Superintendent of Schools 
Choctaw, Oklab,o:ma 
Pe8;!' Dr. Westfall; 
As a doctc;,ral student in Home Economics F.ducation at Oklahoma 
State University, I-have proposed tQ conduct research in two junio~ 
h:i,gh schools, to provide info;r;wia,t~on for the nutritive improvement qf 
school lunches. The criteria for i;.l').e selection of these two junior 
high schools a;r,e: 
~) A school which has adequate space and fac:i,14.ties for the 
research to be done; · 
b) Admi:nistrative permission for the reseSJ:'ch; 
c) School lunch personnel and home economics teacher who show 
i;nnovative 8;Ild cooperative attitudes; 
d) Lunch schedule that w:Ul acconnnodate research plan. 
The two junior high schools in the Choctaw school system, meet 
these criteria., and I would like to request administrative permiss:i..on 
to conduct this res(?arch in these two schools:. , 
)'.'o"Urs very t~y, 
HiJ,.da Jo Jennings 
HJ/mm 
Hilda Jo Jennings 
11212 Greystone 
CHOCTAW PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Office of Superintendent 
Choctaw 9 Oklahoma 
October 14, 1969 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73120 
Dear Mrso Jennings: 
I have conferred wi.th our two junior high school principals, 
Mrso Fitzgerald, who is our school lunch superintendent, as well as 
Mrso Hedger, our Home Economics instructoro They have all agreed 
to cooperate with you in your studyo 
We will be more than happy to assist you i.n any manner we can 
during the course of your studyo Anytime we may be of help please 
feel free to call on us. 
Sincerely 






DA'l'A OOLLECTEP FROM SCHOOl;i A Ofll FJ;ES'r TEST DAY 
N'U,lllbe:r of Students Wl'/,o Retl,lI'ned 
Luncl1 1/4 1/2 J/4 To~al 
Per:tod None Serving Sewing. Serving All St1,1dent::;1 
ll:l5 lQ2 28 15 l3 5 16.3 
12;15 97 30 13 10 9 159 
Total 1.99 ?8 2$ 23 14 .322 
TABLE JO:II 
DA'l'A COLU}CT~ FROM SOliOOL BON FIRST 'l'l!ST DAY 
Number of Students Wl'/.9 Retwrned 
Lu:n,cb +/4 l/2 3/4 'l'otal 
:Perio~ None $E;l;r-ving ~erv:Lng · Serving All St1Jd~nts 
U:15 158 28 1l ~ ll 2ll .. . .. 
12:15 78 ],2 5 0 0 95 
Tota;L 236 40 1.6 ) ;u .306 
eo 
TJµ3LE m 
PATA COLLECTED FROM SCHOOL A ON SECOND 'J;'ES'l' DAY 
Ntu:nber o.f Stu.dents Who R~turned 
Lwich J./4 l/2 3/4 Total 
Period None Serving Se;rving Serving All St~ents 
ll:l5 l~6 .8 $ 12 10 164 
12:15 106 20 13 ll 17 167 
Total 232 28 21 2,3 27 3.3J, 
TA:BLE XV 
DATA COLLEClED FROM $CHOOL BON SECONJ) ~;EST DAY 
' 
Number Qf Students Who :Returned 
Lµnch -;1./4 l/2 3/4 Total 
rer;i.Qd None Servi;ng Serving SeX'Ving All Students 
l).:15 147 24 lq 5 2 194 
12:15 64 13 ll ~ 3 96 
'):'otal 211 37 27 10 ? 290· 
Sl 
TABLE XVJ:. 
DATA COLLECTEP FROM SCHOOL A ON TH~IUJ TEST DI('!. 
Number of Studen~s Who Returned 
Lunch 1/4 l/2 J/4 Total: 
Period Non,e Serving Se:rv:i,ng Se:rving All Students 
J,.1:15 lll i:, :6 $ 16 156 
l2:l5 96 Z:L 6 ll ~7 ;J.6J,. 
Total . ~07 36 12 19 43 .317 
TAQ xv;rI·· 
DA'l',A. CQLLEC'rED rROM SCHOOL BON THIRD TEST DAY 
~Wiiber o;f St\1.denti;; Who Retu,med 
Lunch 1/4 1/2 J/4 Total 
Period: None Serving Serving Se;r;-v:Lng m. St-udenti;; 
, 11;15 126 31 18 4 17 196 
l2:l5 56 14 7 2 4 83 
Total 182 45 25 6 2J. 279 
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